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Abstract
We show that the moduli space of metrics of nonnegative sectional curva-
ture on at least 16 different oriented diffeomorphism types of homotopy
RP7 defined as quotients of Milnor spheres have infinitely many path
components.
1 Introduction
In this note, we want to extend the list of closed manifolds whose moduli space of
nonnegative sectional curvature have a non-trivial topology by studying connect-
edness properties. Indeed, only few results exist as of today, such as [DKT18],
[D17OW], [D17], [D20], [G17], [G20], [TWi17]. Recently, Dessai [D17] and inde-
pendently Goodman [G17] added Milnor spheres to the list, which are homotopy
7-spheres that can be written as the total space of an S3-bundle over S4. Taking
the quotient of such a homotopy 7-sphere by an involution arising from fibrewise
antipodal maps, we get a manifold that is homotopy equivalent to RP7 (called a
homotopy RP7) which can be viewed as an RP3 bundle over S4. These manifolds
will be called Milnor sphere quotients. Using the diffeomorphism classification
of homotopy RP7, we show the following.
Theorem 1.1. Let M7h be a Milnor sphere with index h ∈ Z (see §2). Let Th be
the involution induced by fibrewise antipodal maps on S3. For different values of
h, we get at least 16 and at most 32 oriented diffeomorphism types of homotopy
RP7 which can be realized by Milnor sphere quotients N7h := M
7
h/Th.
Furthermore, at least 16 of these different oriented diffeomorphism types are
realized by infinitely many Milnor sphere quotients.
This result, together with the Grove-Ziller construction of a metric of non-
negative sectional curvature on cohomogeneity one manifolds, allows us to prove
our main result.
Main Theorem. Let N7 be a Milnor sphere quotient which is diffeomorphic
(orientation-preserving) to infinitely many other such quotients. Then its moduli
space Msec≥0(N7) of metrics of nonnegative sectional curvature has infinitely
many path components.
In this note, all manifolds will be assumed oriented if they are orientable.
All homotopy equivalences and diffeomorphisms are assumed to be orientation-
preserving unless otherwise stated.
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The note is organized as follows. In section 2, we define Milnor spheres and
give a short summary of their diffeomorphism classification. In section 3, we
discuss the diffeomorphism classification of Milnor sphere quotients. To do so,
we study involutions on homotopy spheres and homotopy smoothings of their
quotients with surgery theoretic methods. Theorem 1.1 is proved in section
3.3. Finally, in section 4 the metrics of nonnegative sectional curvature are
constructed and we compare invariants that allow to distinguish between con-
nected components of the corresponding moduli space of nonnegative sectional
curvature. This section concludes with the proof of the main theorem.
2 Milnor spheres
Consider oriented rank 4-vector bundles over S4. These bundles are classified by
π3(SO(4)) ∼= Z ⊕ Z. In his seminal paper [M56], Milnor defines characteristic
maps fhl : S
3 → SO(4), fhl(u)v = uhvul for h, l ∈ Z and u ∈ S3, v ∈ R4
interpreted as quaternions. One can then explicitly compute the first Pontryagin
class and the Euler class of a bundle ξhl determined by fhl:
e(ξhl) = (h+ l)s, p1(ξhl) = 2(h− l)s,
where s ∈ H4(S4;Z) is a generator. If h+ l = 1, i.e. the Euler class is equal to
the generator, Milnor showed that the total space of the sphere bundle S(ξhl)
is homeomorphic, but not necessarily diffeomorphic to the standard sphere S7.
This will be assumed from now on, so that we can drop the index l and call
M7h := S(ξh) a Milnor sphere. Hence, M
7
h is an S
3-bundle over S4, and we
will denote the corresponding disk bundle by W 8h . We fix an orientation on
W 8h by choosing its fundamental class [W
8
h ] ∈ H8(W
8
h ;Z) in such a way that
sign(W 8h ) = 1. M
7
h then inherits an orientation as the boundary of W
8
h . Notice
that we have p1(W
8
h ) = 2(h− l)π
∗
Wh
(s), for πWh the projection map of the disk
bundle.
A complete diffeomorphism classification of homotopy 7-spheres was ob-
tained by Eells and Kuiper [EK62] through the introduction of the Eells-Kuiper
µ-invariant. Indeed, for Milnor spheres they determined the invariant in terms
of the index h:
28µ(M7h) ≡
h(h− 1)
2
mod 28.
Out of the 28 oriented diffeomorphism types on homotopy 7-spheres, 16 are
Milnor spheres (see [EK62, §6]).
We also give a different description of Milnor spheres, allowing us subse-
quently to describe the fibrewise involution and metrics on them. There exists
a 10-dimensional cohomogeneity one manifold P 10 with action of S3 × S3 × S3
such that P 10 is a principal S3 × S3-bundle over S4, where the principal ac-
tion is by S3 × S3 × {1} (see [GZ00, (3.10)]). Let S3 × S3 act on S3 via
(Q1, Q2) · z = Q1zQ
−1
2 interpreted as unit quaternions. Then the restriction
S3 × S3 × {1} of the cohomogeneity one action on P 10 induces a free action
on P 10 × S3 and the quotient M7 := P 10 ×S3×S3 S
3 is an S3-bundle over S4,
corresponding to a Milnor sphere.
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3 Diffeomorphism classification of homotopy RP7
Recall that a (smooth) involution on a smooth manifold M is a diffeomorphism
T : M → M such that T ◦ T = IdM . The pair (M,T ) will also be called an
involution. Two involutions (M,T ) and (N, T ′) are called equivalent if there is
an equivariant diffeomorphism φ : M → N , meaning that φ ◦ T = T ′ ◦ φ.
Let M7h be a Milnor sphere, viewed as an S
3-bundle over S4. The antipodal
maps on each fibre now induce a smooth fixed point free involution on M7h ,
which we will denote by Th. The quotient N
7
h := M
7
h/Th will be called a Milnor
sphere quotient. It is homotopy equivalent to RP7 (see for example [B67, (3.1)
Proposition.]) and the canonical projection M7h → N
7
h is a two-fold universal
covering.
This involution can also be described as follows. Let A := IdP 10 × (−IdS3)
act on P 10 × S3. This involution commutes with the action of S3 × S3 × {1}
and therefore induces an involution on the quotient M7 = P 10×S3×S3 S
3. This
involution precisely corresponds to the involution induced by fibrewise antipodal
maps.
In order to distinguish path components in the moduli space of N7h , we need
the diffeomorphism classification of homotopy RP7’s. This was achieved by
Lo´pez de Medrano in [L71] with the use of surgery theory. We will summarize
and apply it to the case of the Milnor sphere quotients.
For a general treatment of the following concepts, see [B72] and [L71].
A homotopy smoothing of a smooth n-dimensional manifold X with π1(X) =
Z2 is a homotopy equivalence f : M
n → X , where Mn is an n-dimensional
smooth manifold. Two smoothings fi : M
n
i → X , i = 0, 1, are equivalent if
there is a diffeomorphism φ : Mn0 → M
n
1 such that f1 ◦ φ ≃ f0. The set of
equivalence classes of homotopy smoothings of X will be denoted by hS(X).
We have the following correspondence (see [L71, IV.3.1 Lemma]).
Theorem 3.1. The set of equivalence classes of smooth involutions of homotopy
n-spheres is in one-to-one correspondence with hS(RPn).
Actually, the equivalence classes of smooth involutions of homotopy n-spheres
are in one-to-one correspondence with diffeomorphism classes homotopy equiv-
alent to RPn (see [B67, (3.2) Proposition]). Therefore, by the above result,
one can study smooth involutions to understand hS(RPn) and ultimately the
diffeomorphism classification of homotopy RPn.
3.1 Browder-Livesay invariant
Browder and Livesay [BL73] defined an invariant in order to study fixed point
free involutions on homotopy spheres. This invariant was subsequently named
after them and we will introduce Lo´pez de Medrano’s slightly different definition.
We focus on the 7-dimensional case, although it can be defined in all other
dimensions (see [L71]). Notice in particular that this invariant is defined to be
equal to zero in all even dimensions.
Let (Σn, T ) be a homotopy n-sphere with a smooth fixed point free involu-
tion T . A characteristic submanifold of (Σn, T ) is a compact submanifold with
boundary A ⊂ Σn such that W = A ∩ T (A), Σn = A ∪ T (A) and ∂A = W .
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Remark 3.2. Let π : Σn → Σn/T be the projection, r : Σn/T → RPN , N
large, be the classifying map of the universal cover and suppose it is transverse
to RPN−1 ⊂ RPN . Then π−1(r−1(RPN−1)) is a characteristic submanifold of
(Σn, T ) (see [L71, I.1.1 Lemma]).
Let (Σ7, T ) be a homotopy 7-sphere with a smooth fixed point free involution
T . Let W ⊂ Σ7 be a characteristic submanifold. For x, y ∈ ker(H2k+1(W ) →
H2k+1(A))/torsion, where the map is induced by the inclusion, we consider the
bilinear form B(x, y) := x · T∗(y) ∈ H0(W ) ∼= Z where the dot stands for the
intersection number1. We can now define the Browder-Livesay invariant by
σ(Σ7, T ) :=
1
8
Index(B).
It can be shown that this invariant does not depend on the choice of the charac-
teristic submanifold (see [L71, I.1.3]) and since the bilinear form B is symmetric,
even and non-singular, Index(B) is a multiple of 8 and we have σ(Σ7, T ) ∈ Z.
Let f : Nn → RPn be a homotopy smoothing and (Σn, T ) the corresponding
involution (see Theorem 3.1). Then σ(f) := σ(Σn, T ) will be called the Browder-
Livesay invariant of the smoothing f .
We say that an involution (Σn, T ) desuspends if there is a smoothly em-
bedded Sn−1 ⊂ Σn such that T (Sn−1) = Sn−1. The involution doubly desus-
pends if there is also a smoothly embedded Sn−2 ⊂ Sn−1 ⊂ Σn such that
T (Sn−2) = Sn−2. The Browder-Livesay invariant gives a condition for an invo-
lution to desuspend (see [L71, I.1.3 Theorem]).
Theorem 3.3. For n ≥ 6, a smooth fixed point free involution (Σn, T ) desus-
pends if and only if σ(Σn, T ) = 0.
Hirsch and Milnor showed the following (see [HM64, Lemma 1]).
Theorem 3.4. The involution Th induced by fibrewise antipodal maps on the
Milnor sphere M7h doubly desuspends for every h ∈ Z. Hence, in particular
σ(M7h , Th) = 0.
3.2 Normal invariants
To further understand the diffeomorphism classification of homotopy RP7’s, we
must introduce normal invariants, a concept from surgery theory (see [B72] for
an introduction). Here we adapt Lo´pez de Medrano’s conventions [L71] to fit
our needs.
Let f :M → X be a map between two n-dimensional oriented closed smooth
manifolds. Let νM denote the stable normal bundle over M , ξ a stable vector
bundle over X and b : νM → ξ a bundle map covering f . If b
′ : νM → ξ
′ is
another bundle map with ξ′ a stable vector bundle over X , then b and b′ are
equivalent if there exists a bundle isomorphism c : ξ → ξ′ such that c ◦ b = b′.
With the notation from above, a normal map is a pair (f, [b]) where f :
M → X is a map of degree one and [b] an equivalence class of bundle maps.
1Let Mn be an oriented closed smooth manifold. For a ∈ Hp(M ;Z), b ∈ Hq(M ;Z),
let a · b = P (P−1(a) ∪ P−1(b)) ∈ Hp+q−n(M ;Z) be the intersection number, where P :
Hl(M ;Z) → Hn−l(M ;Z) is the Poincare´ duality isomorphism and ∪ the usual cohomology
cup product.
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Two normal maps (fi, [bi]) :Mi → X , i = 0, 1, are called normally cobordant if
there exists a map F : Nn+1 → X and a bundle map B : νN → ξ covering F ,
with Nn+1 a cobordism betweenM0 andM1, and such that F |Mi = fi as well as
[B|νMi ] = [bi] for i = 0, 1. Then the pair (F, [B]) is called a normal cobordism
between (f0, [b0]) and (f1, [b1]). The normal cobordism class of a manifold X is
called its normal invariant.
Let Gn be the topological group of homotopy equivalences S
n−1 → Sn−1,
define the direct limit G := limn→∞Gn by suspension and consider the corre-
sponding classifying space BG. Denote by BO the classifying space for stable
linear bundles. Then there is a fibre map BO → BG whose fibre is G/O. For
a smooth manifold X , the set of normal invariants is non-empty and it is in
one-to-one correspondence with [X,G/O] (see [MM79, Theorem 2.23]). Notice
that this set does not have a canonical group structure, nor a canonical base
point.
A homotopy smoothing f :M → X determines a normal map in the follow-
ing way. Let g : X → M be a homotopy inverse of f . Taking ξ = g∗νM , we
get a stable vector bundle over X with a bundle map b : νM → ξ, and thus a
normal invariant α(h) corresponding to h (we also denote it by α(M) if there
can be no confusion). This gives a map α : hS(X)→ [X,G/O], whose image is
the set of normal invariants that are realized by homotopy smoothings.
We can now consider the following sequence of maps (see [L71, IV.3.2]).
(∗) hS(RP7)
α7−→ [RP7, G/O]
ι6−→ [RP6, G/O]
ι5−→ [RP5, G/O]
α5←− hS(RP5)
Here ιi, i = 5, 6 denotes the corresponding to the map induced by the inclusions
RP5 →֒ RP6 →֒ RP7 (which can be shown to be surjective) and α5 : hS(RP
5)→
[RP5, G/O] is a one-to-one correspondence (see [L71, IV.3.2 diagram]2).
Hence, to get an understanding of the normal invariants of Milnor sphere
quotients, we can study the classification of homotopy smoothings of RP5, which
correspond to the different oriented diffeomorphism types on homotopy RP5’s.
Let p(z) = zd0+z
2
1+z
2
2+z
2
3 and τ(z) = (z0,−z1,−z2,−z3) for z ∈ C
4, d ∈ N.
Then for d odd, the link Σ5d := p
−1(0)∩S7 comes with a natural orientation and
is homotopy equivalent to the 5-sphere (see [HM68]). It is called a Brieskorn
sphere. The restriction of τ to Σ5d gives a fixed point free involution, which
will be denoted by τd. We then have the following result (see [L71] and [K81a,
Lemma 5.5.1. and (5.5.2)]).
Theorem 3.5. The set of equivalence classes of homotopy smoothings hS(RP5) ≈
Z4 is in one-to-one correspondence with {Σ5d/τd}d=1,3,5,7. Furthermore, Σ
5
d/τd
is diffeomorphic to Σ5d+16i/τd+16i and Σ
5
−d+16j/τ−d+16j for i, j ∈ Z (provided
d+ 16i ≥ 0 and −d+ 16j ≥ 0).
We are now going to give an explicit classification of the normal invari-
ants of Milnor sphere quotients. We first notice that the double desuspen-
sion of a homotopy RP7 is unique, since desuspension induces an injective map
hS(RP5)→ hS(RP7) (see [L71, IV.3.2 diagram]). Kamishima showed that the
double desuspension of Milnor sphere involutions can be classified as follows
(see [K81a, Corollary 5.4.11]).
2In [L71], G/PL is used instead of G/O. Since PL/O is 6-connected and pi7(G/O) = 0 (see
[MM79, Remark 4.21] and [S96]), we actually have [RPk, G/O] = [RPk, G/PL] for k = 5, 6, 7.
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Lemma 3.6. The double desuspension of (M7h , Th) is equivalent to (Σ
5
2h−1, τ2h−1)
for h > 0 and to (Σ5−2h+1, τ−2h+1) for h ≤ 0.
We can now show that there actually is a one-to-one correspondence between
the normal invariants of Milnor sphere quotients and the different oriented dif-
feomorphism types on homotopy RP5. Let N (N7) be the restriction of Im(α7)
to Milnor sphere quotients.
Lemma 3.7. The map
Π : N (N7)→ hS(RP5)
α7(N
7
h) 7→ [Σ
5
d/τd]
is a bijection, where 2h − 1 ≡ ±d mod 16 if h > 0 and −2h+ 1 ≡ ±d mod 16
if h ≤ 0.
Proof. Let h0, h1 ∈ Z. As one sees from the sequence of maps (∗), if N7h0 and
N7h1 are normally cobordant, then their double desuspensions will be normally
cobordant as well. By Theorem 3.5, Lemma 3.6 and since α5 is bijective, it
follows that Π is well-defined. Taking for example h = 1, 2, 3, 4, we see that Π
is surjective by Lemma 3.6. It has been shown that Im(α7) ≈ Z4 (see proof of
[L71, V.6 Theorem]) and therefore it follows that Π is bijective.
Actually, the normal invariant of Milnor sphere quotients only depends on
the Eells-Kuiper invariant.
Proposition 3.8. The map
β : N (N7)→ Z4
α7(N
7
h) 7→ 28µ(M
7
h) mod 4
is a bijection, where we take 28µ(M7h) ∈ {0, 1, 2, ..., 27}.
Proof. Let h1, h2 ∈ Z. If α7(N7h1) = α7(N
7
h2
), then by Lemma 3.7 we have (2h1−
1) ≡ ±(2h2 − 1) mod 16. A quick computation then shows that 28µ(M7h1) ≡
28µ(M7h2) mod 4 and thus β is well-defined. Surjectivity of β is immediate
(take for example h = 1, 2, 3, 4). Since by Lemma 3.7 the set N (N7) has four
elements, it follows that β is bijective.
3.3 Classification
LetM7h be a Milnor sphere and Th the involution induced by fibrewise antipodal
maps from above. Let θn(∂π) be the group of oriented diffeomorphism classes
of n-spheres which bound parallelizable manifolds.
Now that we have recalled the Browder-Livesay and normal invariants, we
can state a first result on the classification of homotopy smoothings of homotopy
projective spaces (see [L71, IV.3.3 Theorem 2’]).
Theorem 3.9. Two homotopy smoothings of RPn are equivalent, up to con-
nected sum with an element of θn(∂π), if and only if they have the same Browder-
Livesay invariant and the same normal invariant.
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In particular, notice that for f : Q7 → RP7 a homotopy smoothing and
Σ7 ∈ θ7(∂π), we have σ(f#Σ7) = σ(f) and α(f#Σ7) = α(f).
Combining the previous theorem with σ(M7h , Th) = 0 for all h ∈ Z (see
Theorem 3.4), we get the following.
Proposition 3.10. Let N7hi = M
7
hi
/Thi for hi ∈ Z, i = 0, 1. If N
7
h0
has the
same normal invariant as N7h1 , then N
7
h0
is diffeomorphic to N7h1#Σ
7 for some
homotopy 7-sphere Σ7.
Finally, we can classify smooth structures on the quotients N7h through the
following classification result (see [L71, V.6.1. Theorem]).
Theorem 3.11. There exists a bijection
Γ : hS(RP7)→ Z28 ⊕ Z4 ⊕ Z
[f ] 7→ (θ(f), β0(α(f)), σ(f))
where θ is some map, β0 is a bijection between the normal invariants and Z4
and the third factor corresponds to the Browder-Livesay invariant.
Let f : Q7 → RP7 be a homotopy smoothing. θ7(∂π) then acts by addition
on the first factor, that is:
Γ(f#Σ7) = (θ(f#Σ7), β0(α(f#Σ
7)), σ(f#Σ7)))
= (θ(f) + 28µ(Σ7), β0(α(f)), σ(f))
for Σ7 ∈ θ7(∂π) a homotopy 7-sphere and 28µ(Σ7) ∈ Z28 its Eells-Kuiper in-
variant.
Furthermore, the above choice of bijection allows for the smooth structure of
the covering sphere Σ7Q of Q
7 to be determined by
28µ(Σ7Q) ≡ 2θ + κ(α) + σ(f) mod 28
where κ(α) ≡ β0(α(f)) mod 2, κ(α) ∈ {0, 1} and θ = θ(f) is interpreted as an
integer.
If we fix a Milnor sphereM7h and use the fact that σ(M
7
h , Th) = 0, the above
formula for 28µ(M7h) allows us to determine κ(α) as well as the factor θ, but
the latter only up to an uncertainty of order two. Indeed, consider a homo-
topy smoothing f : Q7 → RP7 and the homotopy 7-sphere Σ714 which satisfies
28µ(Σ714) = 14. Taking the connected sum of f with Σ
7
14 corresponds to θ + 14
and therefore leaves the value of 28µ(ΣQ) unchanged (since the Browder-Livesay
and normal invariant are not affected by this connected sum, see Theorem 3.9).
We therefore get the following table. The values for the Eells-Kuiper µ-
invariant of the 16 Milnor spheres are taken from [EK62].
28µ(M7h) 0 1 3 6 7 8 10 13
κ(α) 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1
θ 0/14 0/14 1/15 3/17 3/17 4/18 5/19 6/20
28µ(M7h) 14 15 17 20 21 22 24 27
κ(α) 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1
θ 7/21 7/21 8/22 10/24 10/24 11/25 12/26 13/27
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Summarizing the above discussion, we obtain the classification of smooth
structures on the Milnor sphere quotients. We repeat that all diffeomorphisms
are assumed to be orientation preserving.
Theorem 3.12. There are at least 16 and at most 32 different diffeomorphism
types of homotopy RP7 that are quotients of a Milnor sphere by an involution
induced by fibrewise antipodal maps.
Furthermore, at least 16 diffeomorphism types can be realized by an infinite
family of such quotients.
Proof. By Theorem 3.11, the equivalence classes of two homotopy smoothings
fi : Q
7
i → RP
7, i = 0, 1 are equal (and hence Q70 and Q
7
1 diffeomorphic) if and
only if simultaneously θ(f0) ≡ θ(f1), β0(α(f0)) ≡ β0(α(f1)) and σ(f0) = σ(f1).
Since the Browder-Livesay invariant vanishes for every Milnor sphere quotient,
we only need to look at θ and the normal invariant. We see in the above table
that θ takes on at least 12 and at most 24 different values (this might depend
on the index h of the Milnor sphere M7h). If different values of the Eells-Kuiper
invariant potentially yield the same value for θ, then the corresponding κ(α)
differ, meaning that the normal invariants have to differ as well. Since by
Proposition 3.8 the normal invariant of Milnor sphere quotients is determined
by the Eells-Kuiper invariant of the covering Milnor sphere, all in all we get at
least 16 and at most 32 pairwise different triples (θ, α, σ).
Since for h0 ≡ h1 mod 112 we get 28µ(M7h0) ≡ 28µ(M
7
h1
), there are at least
16 pairwise different triples (θ, α, σ) which can be obtained by infinitely many
different values of the index h.
This proves Theorem 1.1.
It is an open question if the uncertainty of order two can be removed from
this classification.
Remark 3.13. Some of the above diffeomorphism types might only be realized
by a finite number of quotients (i.e. a finite number of indices h). These cases
will be excluded later on when considering moduli spaces.
4 Metrics and moduli spaces
4.1 Metrics of nonnegative sectional curvature
By the work of Grove and Ziller, every Milnor sphere can be equipped with a
metric of nonnegative sectional curvature (see [GZ00, Theorem A]). More pre-
cisely, by [GZ00, Theorem E] there is an invariant metric on the cohomogeneity
one manifold P 10 (see §2), since it has codimension 2 singular orbits. If we
equip S3 with the round metric, then the Milnor sphere, endowed with the Rie-
mannian submersion metric, will have nonnegative sectional curvature as well
by the Gray-O’Neill formula [Gr67][ON66]. Denote by gh this so-called Grove-
Ziller metric onM7h . It can furthermore be argued that this metric is of positive
scalar curvature, and that it extends to a metric of nonnegative sectional cur-
vature on the disk bundle W 8h , which is of product form near the boundary (see
[D17, Theorem 2.1]).
The action A = IdP 10 × (−IdS3) on P
10 × S3 is by an isometry, and from
the construction of gh one sees that the involution Th acts by an isometry
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on (M7h , gh) as well. Therefore, the quotient metric kh on N
7
h = M
7
h/Th is
of nonnegative sectional curvature as well. We will call this the Grove-Ziller
metric of the quotient and if πh : M
7
h → N
7
h is the projection map, it satisfies
gh = π
∗
h(kh).
4.2 Moduli spaces
We now turn to moduli spaces of Riemannian metrics (see [TW15] for a gen-
eral treatment). Let M be a closed smooth manifold and R(M) the set of
Riemannian metrics on M , equipped with the C∞-topology of uniform conver-
gence of all the derivatives. If we restrict to metrics with sec ≥ 0, Ric > 0
and scal > 0, we get the corresponding sets Rsec≥0(M), RRic>0(M) and
Rscal>0(M). The group of diffeomorphisms Diff(M) acts on R(M) by tak-
ing pullbacks of the metrics. The moduli space of M is defined as the quotient
space M(M) := R(M)/Diff(M) whose elements are isometry classes of Rie-
mannian metrics. If we restrict to isometry classes of metrics of nonnegative
sectional curvature, we get a corresponding moduli space Msec≥0(M).
Dessai [D17], and independently Goodmann [G17], proved the following re-
sult on the moduli space of metrics of nonnegative sectional curvature of Milnor
spheres.
Theorem 4.1. The moduli space Msec≥0(M7h) of every Milnor sphere M
7
h has
infinitely many path components.
The proof of our main result follows the main steps of Dessai’s proof of
Theorem 4.1.
Recall that by Theorem 3.12, we may fix h ∈ Z such that there are infinitely
many Milnor sphere quotients N7hi , hi ∈ Z, diffeomorphic to the Milnor sphere
quotient N7 := N7h = M
7
h/Th. We are now able to show the following.
Proposition 4.2. The moduli spaceMsec≥0(N7) has infinitely many path com-
ponents.
Proof. Equip N7 and the corresponding Milnor sphere M7 with the above
Grove-Ziller metric k and g respectively. Fix h0, h1 ∈ Z, |h0| 6= |h1|, such that
there are diffeomorphisms Ψi : N
7 → N7hi and equivariant diffeomorphisms
Ψ˜i : M
7 → M7hi for i = 0, 1 . We equip all of these manifolds with their
respective Grove-Ziller metrics ghi and khi .
We then have the following commutative diagram.
M7h0 M
7 M7h1
N7h0 N
7 N7h1
pih0
Ψ˜h0 Ψ˜h1
pi pih1
Ψh0 Ψh1
The proof is by contradiction. Let [Ψ∗h0(kh0)], [Ψ
∗
h1
(kh1)] ∈ Msec≥0(N
7) and
assume that there is a path between them in this moduli space. As a consequence
of the Ebin slice theorem (see [E70] and [CK19, Proposition 4.6]), this path lifts
to a path γ̂ inRsec≥0(N7) such that γ̂(0) = Ψ∗h0(kh0) and γ̂(1) = φ
∗Ψ∗h1(kh1) for
some φ ∈ Diff(N7). If φ is orientation reversing, we can replace Ψ∗h1(kh1) by its
pullback under another orientation reversing diffeomorphism of N7 (which still
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is a representative of [Ψ∗h1(kh1)] in Msec≥0(N
7)), in order for the composition
of the two diffeomorphisms to be orientation preserving. Hence, we can from
now on assume, without loss of generality, that φ is orientation preserving.
Since the pullback along π induces a continuous map of spaces of metrics,
γ˜ := π∗(γˆ) is a path inRsec≥0(M7) starting at γ˜(0) = π∗Ψ∗h0(kh0) and ending at
γ˜(1) = π∗φ∗Ψ∗h1(kh1). Now as a special case of Theorem 3.1 and the discussion
thereafter, there exists an orientation preserving diffeomorphism φ˜ ∈ Diff(M7)
which makes the following diagram commute.
M7 M7
N7 N7
φ˜
pi pi
φ
By commutativity of the above diagrams, we see that we can rewrite the end-
points as γ˜(0) = Ψ˜∗h0π
∗
h0
(kh0) = Ψ˜
∗
h0
(gh0) and γ˜(1) = φ˜
∗Ψ˜∗h1π
∗
h1
(kh1) = φ˜
∗Ψ˜∗h1(gh1).
We are now in the exact same situation as in the proof of [D17] Theorem
3.1 and can replicate the argument.
Remember that M7 has finite fundamental group and sec ≥ 0. Hence, by
the proof of Bo¨hm and Wilking [BW07, Theorem A], the path γ˜ evolves to a
path γ˜′ in RRic>0(M
7) under the Ricci flow. If we call the trajectories of the
endpoints γ˜(0) and γ˜(1) under the Ricci flow γ˜′0 and γ˜
′
1 respectively, then the
concatenation of these trajectories with γ˜′ yields a path in Rscal>0(M7), since
it has scal > 0 at the endpoints and Ric > 0 in the interior of the interval. By
a reparametrization and small perturbation that leaves the endpoints fixed, we
finally get a smooth path γ : [0, 1] → Rscal>0(M7) such that γ(0) = Ψ˜∗h0(gh0)
and γ(1) = φ˜∗Ψ˜∗h1(gh1), and which is constant near the endpoints. According
to Gromov and Lawson, M7× [0, a], equipped with ǫ(t)+ dt2 for ǫ(t) := γ(t/a),
is of positive scalar curvature for some a≫ 0 (see [GL80, Lemma 3]).
We can now define the following closed 8-dimensional Riemannian spin man-
ifold.
X8 :=W 8h0 ∪Ψ˜−1
h0
(M7 × [0, a]) ∪φ˜−1Ψ˜−1
h1
(−W 8h1),
whereW 8hi is the total space of the disk bundle associated toM
7
hi
, equipped with
the metric of nonnegative sectional curvature which is of product form near the
boundary (see §4.1), in order to glue them to the cylinder (M7×[0, a], ǫ(t)+dt2).
Now by Gromov and Lawson, the compact spin manifold X8 so-equipped
comes with a well-defined Dirac operator whose index is given by (see [GL83,
Remark (3.11), p.116-117])
Index(D+) = Â(X8) =
1
5760
〈−4p2(X
8) + 7p1(X
8)2, [X8]〉.
By Hirzebruch’s signature theorem,
sign(X8) =
1
45
〈7p2(X
8)− p1(X
8)2, [X8]〉.
Now since X8 is of positive scalar curvature somewhere, its Dirac operator is
invertible and Â(X8) = 0 by Lichnerowicz’ theorem (see [Li63]). Furthermore,
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X8 is diffeomorphic to W 8h0 ∪Ψ˜h1 φ˜Ψ˜
−1
h0
(−W 8h1) and sign(±W
8
h ) = ±1 (see [M56,
proof of Lemma 4]). Hence we get
sign(X8) = sign(W 8h0) + sign(−W
8
h1
) = 1− 1 = 0.
With the two preceeding constraints, it follows that 〈p1(X8)2, [X8]〉 = 0. But
we also have
〈p1(X
8)2, [X8]〉 = 〈(β−10 (p1(W
8
h0
)))2, [Wh0 ]〉 − 〈(β
−1
1 (p1(W
8
h1
)))2, [Wh1 ]〉
= (2h0)
2 − (2h1)
2,
where βi : H
4(W 8hi ,M
7
hi
;Z)→ H4(W 8hi ;Z), i = 0, 1, is the isomorphism from the
cohomology exact sequence of a pair. In the last step we used the computation
of the Pontryagin class of the disk bundle from §2.
This yields the desired contradiction, since we assumed |h0| 6= |h1| at the
beginning of the proof. Hence [kh0 ] and [kh1 ] can not lie in the same path-
component of Msec≥0(N7).
Finally, combining this result with the classification Theorem 3.12, we have
proved our main theorem. 
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